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Polariton-polariton scattering in semiconductor microcavities: Distinctive features
and similarities to the three-dimensional case

A. I. Tartakovskii, D. N. Krizhanovskii, and V. D. Kulakovskii
Institute of Solid State Physics, RAS, 142432 Chernogolovka, Russia

~Received 30 June 2000!

Polariton-polariton scattering has been measured in a GaAs-based microcavity by a c.w. polarized photolu-
minescence technique using circularly and elliptically polarized resonant excitation into the lower polariton
~LP! branch. The scattering has been found to be strongly enhanced when the singlet biexciton state is allowed
as an intermediate one, i.e., under elliptically polarized excitation. An exponential growth ofk50 LP emission
has been achieved at high excitation densities for the major spin population leading to the emission polarization
degree higher than that of the excitation. The effect indicates the scattering stimulation appearing due to the
bosonic nature of polaritons when the high filling ofk50 LP states is reached.
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Semiconductor microcavities~MCs! with embedded
quantum wells represent a very interesting object for the
vestigation of light-matter interactions.1–3 In such a system a
strong two-dimensional~2D! confinement of light makes ac
cessible very high densities of the photonic field which m
result in a different type of nonlinear effects.4,5 Another in-
triguing property is connected to the boson nature of
mixed exciton-photon states in MCs, 2D polaritons, char
terized by an extremely small (,1024m0 , m0 being the free
electron mass! in-plane effective mass. The low density
polariton states makes possible the high filling at the
band bottom to be achieved at relatively low densities wh
the influence of the fermion nature of electron and hole
exciton compound is yet negligible. In this case, the boso
nature of polaritons can favor stimulated scattering5,6 and
allow Bose condensation. Experimental observation of th
presumably, nonlinear effects in the strong coupling regi
is usually prevented by a slow relaxation of photoexci
polaritons into the LP band bottom.7,8 Only recently the
stimulated character of polariton relaxation has been dem
strated using resonant excitation into the lower or upper
lariton branch.9–11

In the present paper we investigate the LP emission un
conditions of the c.w. resonant excitation into the LP bran
below the free exciton energy and thus we avoid any str
filling of free exciton states. Here we are interested in
study of peculiarities of polariton-polariton scattering in 2
case and the similarities of these processes to their 3D
loge in bulk semiconductors. The polariton-polariton scatt
ing in bulk semiconductors was studied intensively in la
1970s and referred to as hyper-Raman scattering.12 In gen-
eral, the mechanism can be understood as four-wave mi
occurring with conservation of the total energy and wa
number:

2E~k l !5E~k1!1E~k2!, 2k l5k11k2 ~1!

wherek l @E(k l)# is the wave number~energy! of two polari-
tons in the initial state andk1,2 @E(k1,2)# corresponds to two
final states. The process has been shown to be squar
excitation power and highly enhanced when the biexci
state is included as an intermediate state in the scatterin12
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~20!/13298~4!/$15.00
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Here we demonstrate that the LP-LP scattering in M
reproduces the main features of the hyper-Raman scatte
in bulk semiconductors following from the conservation law
and the resonance between the energies of the singlet b
citon state and 2E(k l). On the other hand, it has reveale
striking peculiarities directly connected to the reduced
mensionality of cavity polaritons. First, we observe an exp
nential increase of thek50 emission at relatively low pow-
ers of resonant excitation close to the point of inflection
the LP dispersion curve, which clearly indicates the stim
lated character of the scattering. This occurs in a very sim
way to the phenomenon observed by Savvidiset al. in pump-
probe measurements10 and theoretically described by Ciutiet
al.13 However, contrary to phenomena observed in pum
probe measurements,10 where the additional weak probe wa
used to stimulate scattering of two pump polaritons, in o
case the effect can be described as a self-stimulated pro
Unlike the 3D case, the high filling of the 2D LP states
k'0 becomes possible due to thefinite LP energy E(k
→0) resulting in a qualitative change of the dispersion a
density of the LP states at the band bottom. Second, in
case of excitation with circularly (s) polarized light the ex-
ponential increase ofk50 population is observed only fo
major spin species. Furthermore, in the case of elliptica
polarized excitation we observe a strong~more than two
times! excess of the emission polarization degree over tha
the exciting light. The effect has been shown to be connec
to the difference of the final-state stimulation efficiencies
the LP-LP scattering originated from different filling o
states with the total spin 1 and21.

The sample studied is a high-quality single MC structu
The Bragg reflectors are composed of 17~20! repeats ofl/4
Al0.13Ga0.87As/AlAs layers in the top~bottom! mirrors. The
3/2l GaAs cavity contains six 10-nm-thick In0.06Ga0.94As/
GaAs QWs. Measurements were carried out with the sam
immersed in superfluid He. A c.w. Ti-Sapphire laser w
used for resonant excitation of the sample. The photolu
nescence~PL! signal was collected by a lens and a fib
mounted on a rotating rail. The signal was recorded by a 1
double monochromator/CCD~charge coupled device! sys-
tem. The experiments were carried out on several sam
R13 298 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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spots with Rabi splitting 6 meV and the detuning of u
coupled exciton and photon modes in the range of61 meV.

Figure 1 displays angle-resolveds1- and s2-polarized
LP emission spectra recorded atF50° using the
s1-polarized laser emission of various powers for the re
nant excitation into the LP branch atF l516°. The spectra
consist of a peak corresponding to the emission of LPs fr
the bottom of the branch. The fine structure of the peak
due to interference fringes within the sample~thicknessd
'0.5 mm!. At low P the energy and line shape of the em
sion peak ins1 (LP1) and s2 (LP2) polarizations are
similar. A larger intensity of the LP1 emission (I LP1) indi-
cates that the time of spin and energy relaxation
comparable.9 With increasing excitation density the line LP1

becomes dominant and drastically narrows down to 0.
meV, indicating the qualitative change in the LP relaxatio

The integrated intensities of the spectra in Fig. 1 are p
sented in Fig. 2. Figure 2 shows thatI LP1 and I LP2 ~squares
and circles, respectively! depend linearly onP at P
<100 W/cm2. Angle-resolved PL measurements show th
in this range ofP both I LP1(k) andI LP2(k) are symmetrical
aroundk50. The emission increases withF for uFu,F l ,
which is consistent with the previous observation of t
bottleneck in LP relaxation.7,8

At P.100 W/cm2 the dependenceI LP1(P) transforms
into a squared one whereasI LP2(P) remains linear. Angle-
resolved PL measurements have shown that in this regim
superlinear increase of the LP1 line intensity occurs in a
wide range of positivek, up tok'2kl .14 As a result the LP1

emission atF>0 is much stronger than that atF,0. These
changes point out the appearance of a new effective chan
namely, direct scattering of two LPs with momentumkl into
the states with momentakl6Dk. This four-wave-mixing
process becomes highly effective when the exciting ligh

FIG. 1. Angle-resolveds1- and s2-polarized LP emission
spectra recorded atF50° using thes1 polarized laser emission o
various powers for resonant excitation into the LP branch atFexc

516° ~all spectra are divided byP).
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on resonance with the LP state15 as shown in the diagram in
Fig. 2 and can explain our experimental results, namely,~i!
the square dependence on the excitation power,~ii ! the mix-
ing of the LP states with only positivek ~the energy and
momentum conservation laws@Eq. ~1!# cannot be fulfilled
simultaneously in our geometry for LP states with negat
k), and finally,~iii ! the contribution in the LP1 line only ~the
four-wave mixing does not change the total LP spin!. These
features, based mainly onE and k conservation laws, are
similar for 2D and 3D polaritons.

Based on the analogy with the scattering of bulk pola
tons a strong enhancement of LP-LP scattering is expe
when the two photon energy 2\v(kl) comes into resonanc
with the optically allowed biexciton transition. In our exper
ment 2\v is only slightly,,1 meV, below the energy of the
spin singlet biexciton state in the quantum well~see scheme
in Fig. 2!. Since the singlet biexciton state must be compo
of two excitons of opposite spins, we can expect that
efficiency of LP-LP scattering should strongly depend on
polarization degree of laser excitation. This dependence
been measured with the use of elliptically polarized lig
excitation with the polarization degreer l5@ I (s1)
2I (s2)#/@ I (s1)1I (s2)# varying from 1 to 0. Figure 3~a!
displays the dependence of the overallk50 LP emission,
I LP5I LP11I LP2, onr l at P5200 W/cm2 ~solid squares!. At
this power the contribution from LP-LP scattering into th

FIG. 2. ~a! Dependence of LP emission intensity on excitati
power for excitation with circularly (s1) polarized light~squares
for LP1 and circles for LP2). ~b! The diagram of the LP-LP scat
tering.
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relaxation of LP’s is already significant. It is seen that t
enhancement ofI LP reaches factor of 1.5 with decreasingr l
from 1 to 0. At the same time Fig. 3~c! shows that the ab
sorption is practically constant in the whole range ofr l . The
combination of these two observations constitutes clear
dence for the enhancement of the LP-LP scattering in M
in conditions when the biexciton state becomes allowed a
intermediate one, similar to the behavior in bulk semico
ductors.

The LP-LP scattering in MCs also reveals several disti
tive features from the scattering of bulk LPs. First, the co
tribution from LP-LP scattering in MCs is observed at
small excitation density as;150 W/cm2. Such low thresh-
old for LP-LP scattering originates from a huge magnific
tion of electromagnetic field inside the MC. Another a
much more striking feature originates from the reduced
mensionality of MC LPs. The finite LP energy atk50
makes possible the accumulation of scattered 2D LPs a
band bottom, which, in its turn, may lead to stimulation
the LP-LP scattering process in accordance with their bo
nature. Such stimulated scattering has been never obse
in bulk semiconductors in the whole range of exciton den
ties up to 105 W/cm2. In contrast, Figs. 1 and 2 show a
abrupt exponential build up of the LP1 emission in the MC
excited with thes1 light already atP'450– 500 W/cm2.
This behavior cannot be described in terms of ordin
LP-LP scattering leading to squared power depende
However, the LP-LP scattering as an origin for the expon
tial growth has been confirmed by PL measurements at la
angles. We have found that in accordance with Eq.~1!, this
increase is followed by the corresponding nonlinear enhan

FIG. 3. The dependenceI LP ~a! andrLP ~b! on the polarization
degree of elliptically polarized exciting light for two excitation de
sities. ~c! The dependence of light absorption onr l . The data for
P5540 W/cm2 (P5200 W/cm2) is shown by circles~squares!.
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ment of the LP1 emission atk'2kl . Thus we conclude tha
the LP-LP scattering in MCs acquires the stimulated char
ter. This occurs already atP;500 W/cm2 due to the accu-
mulation of LPs withk'0. Thus unlike the pump-probe ex
periments, in our case the stimulation achieves anintrinsic
character, i.e., it occurs without the additional probe bea
Figure 2 shows that the exponential dependenceI LP(P) satu-
rates atP;700 W/cm2. The quantum efficiency of the LP
emission in the angleF,2° also reaches its maximum a
P;700 W/cm2 and does not change with a further increa
of P. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, no nonlinearity is observ
in the emission of the minor LP spin component the fillin
factor of which remains very low in the whole range ofP
used. As a result, the LP polarization degree under co
tions of stimulated scattering reaches as high a value as 9

The transition to stimulated LP-LP scattering results
several extraordinary features in the polarized spectra of
2D LP emission under the elliptically polarized excitatio
Note that the variation ofr l does not result in any marke
change in the MC absorption@Fig. 3~c!# which implies that
all surprising modifications inI LP and polarization degree o
LP emission,rLP , observed with changingr l are connected
with peculiarities in the LP scattering. First, Fig. 3~a! and
3~b! demonstrate nonmonotonic dependence ofI LP and rLP

on the polarization degree of excitationr l for P
.250 W/cm2. It is seen that atP5540 W/cm2 the increase
in I LP is ;3 times higher than that atP5200 W/cm2 @Fig.
3~a!#, and, in addition, the maximum ofI LP is shifted from 0
to r l'0.4. The initial increase inI LP(r l) with exciting light
depolarization can be attributed to the appearance of the
laxation channel via intermediate biexciton state as descr
above. However this effect does not explain the decreas
I LP at r l,0.3 observed in the whole range of excitation de
sitiesP.250 W/cm2.

Furthermore, the nonmonotonic dependence ofI LP(r l) is
accompanied by a nonmonotonic dependence ofrLP(r l). In
particular, Fig. 3~b! shows thatrLP at P5540 W/cm2 in-
creases rather than drops with the depolarization of the
citing light in a wide range ofr l.0.34 so thatrLP becomes
even largerthanr l : it reaches'0.77 atr l'0.34. This be-
havior is completely different from that atP5200 W/cm2

when rLP is always smaller thanr l . Figure 4~a! compares
the dependence ofrLP(P) for circularly (r l51) and ellipti-
cally (r l50.34) polarized light.16 It shows that in the latter
case the polarization degreerLP reaches its highest value a
noticeably lowerP. This behavior correlates with a highl
enhanced total intensityI LP in the range ofP5300– 500
W/cm2 due to appearance of the scattering via the biexci
state.

Thus one can conclude that at highP the spin population
of k50 LP’s unbalanced above some critical value results
a much faster scattering of the majority spin LP’s. The on
mechanism which can explain this phenomenon is the fi
state stimulation, which is in our case evidently eas
achieved for dominatings1 species. Apparently, the en
hancement of the LP-LP scattering with decreasingr l occur-
ring due to the opening of the LP-LP scattering via the s
glet biexciton state shifts the threshold for transition into t
stimulated regime to lower excitation powers. This expla
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the extraordinary increase in the polarization of LP line a
the strong magnification ofI LP occurring with decreasingr l
in the range ofP5300– 550 W/cm2, i.e., just below the
threshold to the stimulated scattering under thes excitation.

Finally, in order to reveal the reason for the decrease
I LP at r l,0.34 we plotted in Fig. 4~b! the power dependenc

FIG. 4. ~a! The dependence of the LP emission polarizat
degree on excitation density for the excitation with circularly (r l

51) and elliptically (r l50.34) polarized light.~b! The power de-
pendence of the ratio of the LP line intensity at excitation w
elliptically (r l50.34) and linearly (r l50) polarized light to that at
excitation withs-polarized light.
d.

d

e

,

d

f

of ratios I LP(r l50)/I LP(r l51) and I LP(r l50.34)/
I LP(r l51). Although under linearly polarized excitatio
(r l50) the emission is strongly enhanced compared to
measured usings-polarized exciting light, theI LP(r l50) is
markedly smaller thanI LP(r l50.34) in the whole range o
P.250 W/cm2. In this range the LP scattering gained th
stimulated character and, hence, depends on the achi
filling of the LP states at the band bottom. Comparing t
dependencesI LP and rLP on r l in Fig. 3 one finds that the
beginning of the decrease ofI LP correlates with that ofrLP .
The latter indicates that the LP’s at the band bottom beco
distributed between two,s1 ands2, states, which results in
the decreasing amplification factor and, hence, lower LP
intensity.

In conclusion, studies of the LP-LP scattering in t
GaAs-based microcavity under c.w. excitation have revea
a strong contribution from four wave mixing of polarito
states usually observed only at high excitations in pul
measurements. The efficiency of LP-LP scattering increa
when tuning from circularly to elliptically polarized excita
tion due to appearance of the relaxation channel includ
the singlet biexciton state as an intermediate transition. T
behavior is similar to that of 3D polaritons in bulk semico
ductors. However, in contrast to the 3D case, the stro
stimulation of the scattering to the bottom of the LP bran
has been achieved resulting in the exponential dependen
LP emission on the excitation power and in the pronoun
nonlinearities in its polarization degree. The effect occurs
the strong coupling regime which justifies the application
the boson approach to the description of polaritons. The
duced dimensionality of LPs in MCs results in the finite L
energy atk50 and hence assists high filling of the states
the bottom of LP branch leading to stimulation of the LP-L
scattering.
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